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Has anyone else noticed how walking in and out of 

places these days can be a complex experience? 

Whenever we move through a doorway, we must now 

attend to such things as traffic flow, the number of 

people allowed in the space, hand sanitising and, in 

some cases, signing in for tracing purposes. I don’t 

know about you, but I often find myself missing any 

one of these steps, no matter how common place they 

have become. I often breeze in the door, stepping on 

an arrow pointing in the opposite direction as I do. 

(Could be an American, right-hand drive thing.) Or I 

walk past the dripping bottle of sanitiser even as my 

chapped hands sting from the last round of cleansing. 

 

We move across countless thresholds each day but, 

until recently, we’ve often done so mindlessly and 

without consideration. But COVID has changed all 

that, even if it is sometimes done with a certain 

amount of annoyance or resentment––especially as 

the perceived threat of the pandemic is starting to 

ease in Australia and South Australia in particular. 

 

A gift that may be on offer, 

however, is the return to the 

ancient way of approaching and 

viewing thresholds––those literal 

and metaphorical crossings that 

can be places of transformation. 

Attending well to threshold 

moments is another theme in the 

inner journey towards freedom. 

 

Speaking of metaphorical thresholds in her reflective 

book Open the Door, Joyce Rupp writes: 

[T]he threshold provides a way to cross over into 
a fuller life of spiritual depth and freedom. When 
we choose to traverse the invisible boundary of 
the known self and enter the unknown, we are 
saying: Yes, I want to grow, to become wider, to 
be strengthened, to be less burdened by what 
weighs me down and keeps me from being my 
authentic self. I am willing to pay the price for 
this growth. 

 

Thresholds can be big or small. Waking to a new day 

and retiring at night are thresholds we cross daily. 

Moving from winter to summer is a threshold we are 

experiencing right now. Other examples include 

shifting house, getting married, surviving cancer, 

welcoming a child, experiencing the death of a loved 

one or changing jobs.  

 

The scene from today’s Exodus reading tells of a 

threshold for the Hebrew people. In crossing the sea, 

they are moving from oppression in Egypt towards 

self-determination and a more abundant life. This was 

not an easy transition to make. In fact, no sooner did 

the people take their first steps out of Egypt when they 

were paralysed by fear and doubt. Standing on the 

shore of the sea, hearing the rumble of Pharaoh’s 

army behind them, they cried out to Moses, “Was it 

because there were no graves in Egypt that you have 

taken us away to die in the wilderness? What have you 

done to us, bringing us out of Egypt?” 

 

Perhaps we can relate to these feelings. One author 

describes times of transition in this way:  

It’s as if we were caught in a darkened vestibule 
between an old way of being and a new… The 
doors of the past close behind us. The doors to 
the future are still unopened. Too often we 
forget that only by enduring our time in the 
liminal space between those doors, waiting for 
an opening, can we eventually move freely 
across a threshold into the future. (Jane Pretat)       

 

I think we might know something of this space of 

uncertainty as we make our way through this 

pandemic season together. No matter how educated 

or well-informed we and the experts attempt to be, 

life is largely up-in-the-air for us. It is difficult to make 

plans or anticipate much beyond the present and we 

are more-or-less needing to take one day at a time. 

  

But liminal space is not without possibility. Drawing on 

wisdom from the spiritual tradition of thresholds, we 

can rediscover meaning and intention for seasons of 

transition––especially the significant ones. 



Essentially, the space between what was and what will 

be, the liminal space, invites us to pause. Rather than 

rushing through doorways––literal and metaphorical–

–what might it be for us to notice and bring our full 

attention to them? 

 

In the pause, we might remember and give thanks for 

what has been. We might choose to relinquish that 

which will enable us to enter the space before us more 

freely. In the pause, we can also discern how we wish 

to be going forward, our priorities, focus and 

investments on the other side. In other words, what is 

it we would like to be about in the future?  

But mostly, we 

are invited to 

rest and wait, 

to be present 

and silent so 

we can be fully 

grounded in 

the present and the Holy One we can only encounter 

there––in the present. In my estimation, this is the 

greatest gift the wisdom of thresholds can bring. 

 
Uncertainty and self-doubt––or our impatience with 

the pause and waiting––may tempt us to retreat, to 

move backwards into comfortable ways of relating 

and being. Thus the “What have you done to us 

bringing us out of Egypt?” response of the Hebrews. 

Alternatively, we can also be tempted to forge ahead 

prematurely, wishing to bring stability and certainty 

where none as yet exists or perhaps to relieve our 

curiosity at what will be. But finding ways to pause and 

observe threshold moments, the daily as well as the 

extraordinary, will open us to grace beyond 

expectation. 

 

In her commentary on Exodus, Carol Meyers writes, 

“Power is embodied in military capabilities, and so the 

armies and chariots of the mighty Egyptian empire 

must be destroyed. This is a daunting task for an 

unarmed group of refugees.” Not only daunting, but 

impossible. Thankfully, their time on the threshold of 

the sea revealed another way. For the God of heaven 

and earth is with and for them in a cloud that conceals 

and protects and fire that illuminates the way.  

It can be difficult not to get snagged on the 

supernatural interventions depicted in this scene, to 

get caught up in the miraculous (unbelievable 

perhaps) details. But if we are able to lay aside these 

distractions, we may be able to hear in the cloud and 

fire, in the ebb and flow of the sea, in Moses’ symbolic 

gesture something of the transcendence which we are 

able to encounter in our pause before the threshold.  

 

In our resting and waiting, in our full presence and 

silence we find ourselves embraced by the Love that 

formed and called us into being. Over time, we get the 

sense that God’s creation is working together for the 

good, constantly being renewed and recreated in 

order to sustain life––including our own. And we come 

to feel more connected within ourselves and with all 

that is, able to forge new peace across old frontiers 

and boundaries. 

 

But first, there must be the pause, the waiting and 

silence. Love, goodness and peace are always present, 

but they await our attention to be recognised. In this 

season, as we stand together on the darkened 

threshold––tempted at times to retreat or forge 

ahead––may we learn to pause. May we find in our 

waiting, gifts that increase our faith, hope and trust for 

the continued journey into what will be.  

 

A Prayer for Pause on the Threshold 

 

As I stand on the edge  

of what was and what will be,  

between and betwixt,  

teetering on the fine line:  

Steady me with silence.  

Hold me with stillness.  

Balance me on the knee of Your everlasting love  

and keep me from fleeing away  

from the pain  

of uncertainty, unknowing,  

life’s mystery. 

Whatever has been, was You. 

Whatever will be, is You. 

Rising from the depths of this pause, 

may faith, hope and love grow. 

Amen 


